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Subjects to study for A level/Highers: 
Usually Chemistry plus two others 
at high grades 

University courses:  
Medicine

Useful tips for work experience: 
It is harder and harder to get
observerships in medical practice and it
is not a necessity. It is still possible to get
a feel for working in a hospital or caring
environment through volunteering roles
etc.  It is still possible to understand
about the life of a doctor by speaking to
practitioners.  Rather someone that used
their initiative and can describe how they
found out that they wanted to make a
career in medicine than someone who
spent 3 days tailing a family friend that
someone else organised for them.

For general information: 
DoH, NHSE, your local hospital Trust

For interesting information: 
@BionewsUK

People to follow:
Difficult to say - depends on interests -
you’d go mad following everyone!

Tips for university interview: 
A high score facilitates getting an interview.  Most
are now structured interviews looking for common
sense, sensitivity, enthusiasm for the subject and an
understanding of what medicine is about as well as
displaying a commitment to lifelong learning in a
patient centred environment.

Tips for personal statement: 
Enthusiasm, initiative, leadership, resilience.

How I became a Doctor:
Not quite accidentally but possibly as a result of
lack of imagination on the part of myself and our
careers master. I went to a small town
comprehensive school which served a large rural
population.  As a clever kid I was top, or near top, of
my class for most of my subjects. I was told by my
careers master that I would get the O-level grades
(now GCSEs) to get the A-levels to take me to
medical school.  Nothing else was discussed. How do
you become an airline pilot??  

I fell out with my French teacher before I committed
to a language based career (Chinese and Arabic
would have served well) and so fell back to sciences
(which I loved and which were taught brilliantly at 
A-level in my school) and hence to medicine.  I had a
single offer from Edinburgh University - happily my
first choice - no interview - probably a good thing for
a country kid - and one which I surpassed at A-level.  

I spent 6 years at Uni including an intercalated
Honours Year in Biochemistry qualifying in 1988.  
By then I had already made up my mind to go into
Obstetrics and Gynaecology and a career was born!


